
Misericordia International

We apologize for the second late issue but we are catching up!
We have moved our layout, printing and distribution from
Michigan to Wisconsin and are most grateful to Chris Henige
for taking over these responsibilities.

Misericordia International has continued a busy and gratifying
year. The 4th international Misericordia colloquium was held at
the end of August at Saint-Martin-aux Bois, Amiens and Rouen.
We attracted a larger audience than ever before, thanks to the
extraordinary work of Kristiane Lemé who organized the collo-
quium. Participants came from France, England, Scotland,
Switzerland, Spain, and the USA. Picardes were prominent
among the French. In addition to the scholarly sessions we spent
one day in Normandy visiting the misericords at Blainville-
Crevon, Boos, and the Cathedral of Rouen, all in the department
of Seine-Maritime. We were lucky to find an article on the
Blainville choir stalls in a Rouen newspaper the day of our visit.
We were also fortunate to see the Rouen choir stalls before the
December catastrophe - but more of that later.

The research arm of Misericordia—GIRS—(groupe international
de recherche sur les stalles) followed the Amiens colloquium
with a workshop at Huppy, the château of Frédéric Billiet near
Amiens. We continued to work on the GIRS lexicon for
medieval choir stalls and also saw a few smaller sets of choir
stalls at St. Martin-le-Gaillard, Carmbron and Rue. Company
was stimulating and GIRS dinners now have a certain reputation!

The papers presented at Amiens will be published in a special
edition of Les arts profanes, guest editor Kristiane Lemé,
planned for 2001.
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Two weeks prior to the Amiens meeting, several GIRS members
attended the Renardus meeting at Poitier and four papers were
presented by Bethmont (la boule de rats), Billiet (music on
choir stalls), Block (the Green Man) and Lemé (animals on
choir stalls in northern France).

Less than a month after the Amiens colloquium, another miseri-
cord colloquium was sponsored by the Association for Religious
Patrimony at Vendôme (Loir-et-Cher). Five members of GIRS
attended that meeting and three presented papers. Sylvie
Bethmont spoke on the world on misericords, Kristiane Lemé
on the choir stalls at Amiens Cathedral and Elaine C. Block
spoke on one misericord from the Vendôme ensemble: Les cul-
buteurs de Vendôme. Frederic Billiet and Monique Olivier pro-
vided moral support for the GIRS papers.

The audience at this meeting was largely clergy since the focus
was on misericords as religious patrimony. It is now obvious
that many members of the clergy from the department of the
Loir-et-Cher are aware of the existence of GIRS and
Misericordia International. We had a much easier time getting
keys to locked churches after we presented our papers at this
meeting.

The Vendôme papers will be published shortly by the
Association for Religious Patrimony.

The rest of the year also looks very busy. Misericordia
International will be represented at Kalamazoo with a session
on the iconography of time and also by an iconographie labora-
tory conducted jointly with Claude Gaignebet. We are asking
researchers in the field of the Profane Arts to send us photo-
graphs, slides or photocopies of images that are difficult to ana-
lyze. Please send at least one but not more than three images
(unless it is a series) to us at one of the addresses listed on the
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first page of this issue. Along with the image please send all the
information you have: date, origin, artist, documentation etc.
These images will be available as slide or photocopy to those
participating in this laboratory.

A similar laboratory will be held at the Medieval Congress at
the University of Leeds in July, 2000. Please send images you
wish to be discussed at this meeting and mark them LEEDS.

For further information see the preview on the Iconographie
Laboratory in this issue.

Misericordia will also be represented at the Danse Macabre col-
loquium in Vendôme in September. The theme of the paper, nat-
urally, Danse Macabre on misericords.

Please remember the annual event in France of Patrimony week-
end - the third weekend in September. Many monuments are
open to the public that day with special events at most of them.
Information on events in each town and city in France is avail-
able from the Mairie or the Tourist bureau. We can tell you that
members of GIRS and Misericordia International will be at the
Basilica of St. Denis and also St. Martin-aux-bois and offer
guided visits to the choir stalls in those locations. There may
also be a special event at Rouen cathedral, currently at the plan-
ning stage.

One catastrophic event occurred at the cathedral of Rouen dur-
ing the December tempest of 1999. One tower, weighing 27
tons fell 40 meters into the choir of the cathedral. It crashed
through the floor taking the south choir stalls with it.
Fortunately this happened early in the morning. A half-hour
later the choir would have been filled with clergy and chorus
and there certainly would have been fatalities. As it was, there
was no loss of life.
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We have been to the cathedral and seen the damage. The choir
was closed for two months but holes in ceiling and floor have
now been repaired. Fourteen choir stalls were badly damaged.
The pieces, more aptly described as "shreds", have been placed
in boxes in a side chapel until restoration can commence.
Misericordia International presented to the chief conservator, an
album with one hundred photographs of the misericords and
armrests on the choir stalls. They will be used to assist with the
restoration.

We propose to have a special issue of the Profane Arts to cele-
brate the choir stalls of Rouen cathedral. We will include arti-
cles on medieval Rouen as well as the themes on the carvings.
Those of you who wish to contribute to this issue please contact
Misericordia International immediately with a short abstract of
your proposal.

Several articles in this issue were written by members of GIRS
and refer to their theses or to current research prepared for
GIRS.

Natalie Pineau-Farge has completed her masters thesis at the
University of Nanterre on the choir stalls of St. Jean-de-
Maurienne (Savoie), which will be published before the end of
the year. She is now working on nineteenth century revisionist
images of the Middle Ages. She has prepared for us a critique
of Champfleury's nineteenth century book on Caricature.
Pineau-Farge discusses the nature of caricature and indicates
several ways in which she disagrees with his definition of cari-
cature. One of Champfleury's chapters focused on misericords.

Frédéric Billiet continues his discussion of music in choir stalls
with a description of the wind instruments that are carved on
various parts of choir stalls, including flutes, bagpipes and
organs. Except for a few instruments, such as the trompes of the
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Last Judgement, his research indicates that these wind instru-
ments are distributed willy-nilly among, angels, earthly musi-
cians, and the cacophonists of hell. Billiet has completed a data-
base on medieval music on misericords; information on these
materials can be obtained from him at the Department of
Musicology at the University of Rouen. Billiet also has
designed projects involving choir stall carvings of musical
instruments for his students of medieval musicology.

Carole Fournol has completed her masters' thesis at the
University of Paris on the choir stalls of Champeaux (Seine-et-
Marne). She prepared for GIRS a paper on liturgical objects
used in choir stalls. Although this journal focuses on the pro-
fane rather than the sacred, the two facets of life cannot really
be separated. Liturgical objects are used in choir stalls, some-
times for very basic needs, such as lighting.

Sylvie Bethmont-Gallerand has completed her masters' thesis at
the University of Paris on the choir stalls of Gassicourt
(Yvelines) and is now involved with the restoration of the
Rouen choir stalls that were damaged in the 1999 tempest.
Bethmont, originally trained as a chemist is also an engraver
and author of a forthcoming volume on Ottoman Art. She has
twice hosted GIRS weekend workshop sessions at her home in
Moret-sur-Loing and her apartment in Paris. The "boule aux
rats" is a special favorite of hers and she traces its iconographie
history through royalty, devils, cheese, and of course, rats.

Judith Bronfman has recently retired from the English
Department of Baruch College, CUNY. Her specialty is Chaucer.
Several years ago she became interested in an embroidered purse
in the textile collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. The
embroidery was thought to illustrate the Griselda Tale, recounted
also in Chaucer. However, Bronfman proves definitively that this
is not the tale of Griselda; however, what is it?
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Elaine C. Block is president of Misericordia International and
also of les Stalles de Picardie. She founded GIRS and spends
most of her time, now that she has retired from CUNY, working
with these three organizations.
In this issue she focuses on iconography that is difficult to iden-
tify and introduces the laboratory to be held at Kalamazoo and
at Leeds which hopefully will untangle some mysterious
images. She also includes a note on a newly discovered Fight
for the Trousers.

We regret that our book review columns were not ready for this
issue.

Please remember to submit your subscription form for
Misericordia if you have not already done so for 1999 and 2000
or even for 2001.

We hope to see you in New York or Paris, at Kalamazoo or
Leeds, at St. Martin-aux-Bois (Oise), St. Denis or Rouen and at
future Misericordia colloquia:

2002: Compostella, Spain
2003: Sheffields, Great Britain
2005: Louvain, .Belgium
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